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One regulator says that a digital asset is a currency. Another says that it is secure. The
outcome is confusion and is incredibly harmful to retail customers and end-users.

People are tired of seeing enforcement actions by government agencies in other
countries affecting their token of choice’s development potential. Cryptocurrency
regulation needs clarity. People must act together in a peaceful international movement in
support of sensible digital asset regulation globally.

Abstract
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SuperEagle Coin stands for saving cryptocurrency. It is the rst dedicated protest token
on the XRP ledger. SuperEagle Coin aims to be the premier protest token on the XRP
ledger tokenizing a movement for sensible digital asset regulation.

SuperEagle Coin is targeted primarily at XRP supporters who want to immutably show
their discontent with the current digital asset enforcement proceedings against XRP and
its developers.

Introducing SuperEagle Coin



The mission and vision of SuperEagle Coin are to tokenize the movement to ask for clear
regulations and clarity on what users can and cannot do with digital currencies. The goal
is to clarify cryptocurrency regulations so that any coercion actions by government
agencies do not affect the overall potential of this developing market.

After resolving this issue, SuperEagle Coin will focus on other financial market regulatory
gaps whilst also developing non-fungible tokens (NFT) on the XRP ledger.

Mission and Vision
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Issuer address: rDN4Ux1WFJJsPCdqdfZgrDZ2icxdAmg2w

Currency code: SEAC

The XRP on-ledger code: SEC

Amount issued: 8 million  

Date issued: 20/5/2021

Offers: 8 million further SuperEagle Coins are available to be traded for with the

locked issuer address for 1:1 XRP

25% - 4 million allocated to the SuperEagle Coin faucet. To be airdropped equally to
all holders at the conclusion of current enforcement actions against Ripple Labs.

12.5% - 2 million allocated for future sales for brand awareness/costs and CEX listings

12.5% - 2 million distributed to community members.

50% - 8 million available to be traded for with the locked issuer address for 1:1 XRP.

Token Details

Tokenomics

25% - 4 million allocated
to the SuperEagle Coin
faucet and end of
enforcement airdrop

12.5% - 2 million
distributed to community
members.

12.5% - 2 million allocated
for future sales for brand
awareness/costs.

50% - 8 million available to
be traded for with the locked
issuer address for 1:1 XRP.
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Public and Decentralized Structure  

High Performance

Proven Reliability  

Low-Cost transaction

SuperEagle Coin is built on the XRPL. The XRP Ledger (XRPL) is a decentralized, public
blockchain led by a global developer community. It’s fast, energy-efcient, and reliable.

There are multiple reasons to chose XRPL blockchain for the SuperEagle project. Some
of the key benets of the XRPL are;

The XRPL utilizes a high-performance decentralized peer-to-peer multi-currency
exchange built directly into the blockchain and atomically settles multi-hop payments that
cross-currency or national boundaries with ease. It allows developers with a strong open-
source foundation for executing the most demanding projects.

Over 8 years of consistent performance and more than 63  million ledgers, XRPL has
proven its reliability and is perfect for the SuperEagle Coin project.

The backbone of SuperEagle Coin: XRPL
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SuperEagle Coin is pioneering the development of XRPL NFTS. We officially support the
XLS-14d protocol.

We commit to transitioning any XLS-14d XRPL NFTs over to other formats as they are
developed and there is consensus.
 
Any les hosted at the subdomain (.secwarrior.club) can be tokenized on the XRPL.
Owning the SECWarriorClub NFT will allow users to purchase ofcial SuperEagle Coin
NFTs at a discounted price.

A planned SuperEagle Coin-powered NFT marketplace will allow users to stake, vote,
and buy XRPL NFTs directly with SuperEagle Coin.

1. Wind, W. (n.d.). 0014 xls-14D: Non Fungible Tokens (indivisible NFT's) on the XRPL
discussion #30 · XRPLF/XRPL-Standards. GitHub. Retrieved October 3, 2021, from
https://github.com/XRPLF/XRPL-Standards/discussions/30. 

NFT - SECWarriorClub
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SECWarriorClub Tokenomics

Amount issued  
5000

 

Token Distribution

Issuer Address:  rMcsecFBiij1eHghUDNDB2Lia4txhy7HTH  

Currency: SECWarriorClub

Date issued: 9/21/2021

File Domain: secwarrior.club

Blackholed: Yes

20% - Total remaining: 1000

80% - Amount burnt: 4000

20% 80%
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Business Plan
SuperEagle Coin is in a prime position to lead an international movement to demand
progress in digital asset policy worldwide. The plan is to support and develop XLS-14d
NFTs until another protocol is agreed on for the XPRL.

Up to 2 million SuperEagle coins will be traded to potential buyers in accordance with
Georgian law. It will help cover recurring costs such as website hosting, developer fees,
and exchange listing fees. 

SEC Coin LLC.
Country Georgia
Business Identification Number 406339788
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SuperEagle Coin issued
Website
Custom Coin faucet

Q3 2021

Q4 2021

Incorporated business
Logo and name added to
XUMM wallet
Added to Twitter tip bot
First XRPL NFT (XLS-14d)
issued

Whitepaper
XRPL NFT marketplace
CEX Applications

Roadmap

Q2 2021

2022
Protest focused NFTs
NFT xApp
Development for native XRPL
NFTs
CEX listings
Run a XRPL validator
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Airdrop the remaining tokens from
the faucet fund to all holders

End of current enforcement action
against Ripple Labs
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